
The GOODWOOD opération

(english version... well, I hope so...)

by FRED II

Remark: sorry, due to lack of place on the website, you have to see (if you want) the 
photos in the french version of the historical background.

BACKGROUND     :  

Mid-July 44, the two Allied armies in Normandy continue to lag. The first U.S. army under 
the command of Bradley, is still stuck in the grove in front of St Lô, and the 2nd British Army under 
the command of Montgomery, has been stagnating around Caen, which is partly fallen on July 10 
but the left bank of the Orne river still holds. Critics, including against Montgomery, fuse. The latter, 
to cut the grass under the feet of Bradley who is preparing "Cobra", decides to reach the Caen-
Falaise  national  road  (RN 158)  passing,  this  time  by  the  East  side,  and  launch  (finally)  the 
armoured brigades in the plain of Caen, in a victorious and decisive cavalery charge. Like Bradley, 
he  looks  for  the  decisive  breakdown of  the  front  which  will  allow the armored divisions to run 
toward Paris and Germany and finally will escape out of what remains whatever people may say a 
weak and crowded war bridgehead. He designes the VIII  british Corps, commanded by General 
O'Connor, for the mission.  The same VIIIth Corps that failed during Operation EPSOM June the 
30, east of Caen (Cheux - Hill 112).

*
*           *

T  HE PREPARATION     :  

After a huge gathering of troops and armoured vehicles (over 1000 tanks!) in the West of 
the  Orne  aera and  the Airborne  bridgehead  of Ranville,  and  an apocalyptic  air  bombardment, 
which will be redo a few days later for the Cobra Operation,  the 11th, 7th ("Desert Rats") and 
Guards Armoured Divisions rush in a limited front (10 km large), supported by (too) few infantry. 
However, the narrowness of the forehead and the obligation to cross the Orne and the canal for the 
7th and Guards Armoured Div. (not counting the support of infantry divisions, artillery, engineering, 
staffs and logistics) will lead to the commitment of the 3 Armoured divisions one after the others. 
This despite the construction of two Bailey bridges on each side of the Pegasus Bridge. Note that 
the level of 51th Highland Div., on the first line of front, is considered too low by the British staff to 
participate in the operation.  It  simply let  the armoured divisions, after  having slowed by laying 
minefields undetected (!). The German defense, although it was  very shaken by the air, naval and 
land bombing, uses at best (as always) the land to inflict very heavy casualties on VIIIth Corps. 
Only the 8th Rifle Brigade, on semi-tracked vehicles or embedded directly on the tanks supports 
the 11th Armd. Div. The reason for this lack of infantry troops is due to the great number of British 
casualties. Since D-Day, the British recorded about 22,000 casualties (39,000 for US). Churchill did 
not think the Army will be able to withstand a such attrition for a long time. Thus the GOODWOOD 
opération is essentially based on tanks.
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THE ENNEMY     :  

Procedures inherited from the Eastern Front, German forces are not arranged in rows but 
as isolated "hedgehogs", using the ground and covering each other. Most of the land first line is 
held by  a low level division:  the 16.LwF div,  consisting of "creeping",  not so motivated,  of  the 
Luftwaffe and many soldiers come out of the bombing shocked and completely unable to even lift 
his arms in front of British troops. Except some local combats, this division doesn't participate a lot.

Nevertheless,  it  is  supported  in  depth  by  a  division  much  more  experienced  and 
powerful: the 21th Pz Div., reconstructed in Normandy after being destroyed in Tunisia in 1943. In 
July 1944, it is reduced to a strong Kampfgruppe (KG Von Luck), consisting of 125.Pz Gren Rgt, 
the Sturmgeschütz Abt 200, the panzer artillery rgt 155, the Panzerjager Abt 200 equipped with 
88mm Pak gun,  reinforced with the I/22 Pz Rgt, the Schwere Panzer Abt 503 and the brigade 
Werfer 9. Finally, with his reinforcements, the KG has the power of a full Pz Div. Especially since 
some sources mention the presence of 192.Pz Gren Rgt (the unit that made a heavy recon mission 
until Luc / Mer and Lion  / Mer Wed June the 6th in the evening).  Moreover, in addition to the 
88mm PaK 43 anti-tank gun of the German armoured divisions, the IIIth Flak Korps is deployed 
southwest of Caen to Troarn to protect the units and lines of communication around Caen (with 
Flak 88 mm).  During Goodwood, nearly 31 pieces of 88mm (Flak + Pak, some sources mention 
up to 160 ...) engage the three British armoured divisions.

At the beginning of the engagement, the Tiger I of the Company C of the Pz Abt 503 stands 
directly under a heavy air bombardment. It brings the morning to repair and align 8 Tiger I to 12.00. 

THE ENGAGEMENT – July 18     :  

After  a  pretty  good  beggining  in  the  progression of  the  British  troops,  the  entrenched 
German infantry units, the  intervention of  the 1st SS.Pz div., of the Hitlerjugend's 12th SS.Pz 
Div. (reduced to 1 Kampfgruppe), of the Tiger of the s.Pz Abt 503 and the entry into action of many 
88mm guns, the British armoured divisions suffer terrible losses. Their engagement one after the 
others,  because  of  the  narrowness  of  the front  but  also  the  congestion  of  the  armoured 
columns behind the bridges over the Orne (Pegasus bridge + 2 baileys bridges), had been fatal to 
the operation. The first important losses occur near CAGNY, where a battery of Flak 88 ise diverted 
from its primary mission by Von Luck itself to form an anti-tank unit. It destroys almost all of the 
squadron's C Fife & Forfar Yeomanry rgt in few minutes. Anti-aircraft gunners, his servants destroy 
even in the wake two Tiger I of the s.Pz Abt 503 that are counter-attacking westward. The bulk of 
the  attack  in  fact  is  based  on  the  3th  RTR,  2nd  and  23th  Hussars  Yeomanry  FF  armoured 
regiments, supported by the 8th Rifle Brigade, all units of the 11th Armd. Div. His tanks and those 
of the 7th Armoured div. (KSLI 4th and 5th RTR) reach the Hubert-Folie - Bourguébus line but are 
unable to overpass, 800m from the Caen-Falaise road, the objective. They suffer incessant attacks 
and counter-attacks of the 1st.SS Pz Div "LAH", with its many Panthers. The 2th Fife & Forfar 
Yeo is  almost  wiped  out.  The  infantry  used  in  the  cleaning  of  the  first  villages  (Démouville  / 
Giberville) sorely misses to find and reduce the embossed Flak 88 batteries and StuG.
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USELESS PURSUIT OF THE OPERATION – July 19:

On July 19, the 11th and 7th Armd divisions continue their attacks against Bras, Hubert-
Folie  Bourguébus,  always  fiercely  conter-attacked by the  1.SS Pz Div  (LAH).  Concerning  the 
Guard Armd Div, it  is engaged in the middle of the 19, in third level,  with its 5th Armd Guard 
Brigade  (2nd  Grenadier  Guards,  2nd  Irish  Guards  and  1st  Coldsteam  (armoured)  battalion, 
supported by the 1st Grenadier Guard bat. (Infantry)). It reaches it's primary objective, the town of 
Cagny, after several hours of fierce fighting against the II/125 Pz Gren.rgt of the 21th Pz Div, the 
Flak 88 and the attacks of the Tigers of the Pz.Abt 503. Its second objective, imperative objective, 
is the town of Vimont, in the South East. It will  never reach it, especially after the engagement 
the day after of the 12th SS Pz Div. Note that during its progression towards Emiéville, the troop of 
Lt. Gorman (Irish Guards) meets by surprise a Tiger II, accompanied by a Tiger I and 2 Pz IV. First 
encounter  with  a  Tiger  II  on  the  Western  Front.  Gun  jammed,  the  Ltn  Gorman's  sherman 
charge the Tiger II and destroy one of its caterpillar wheels. After capturing the crew, he found a 
damaged FireFly to destroy it!

DECISIVE ADVANCE ON WEST SIDE FRONT     :  

In the western flank,  during the Atlantic  jointed operation of the Canadian IInd Corps of 
General Simonds, the Canadian 3rd ID launches an assault against the town of Colombelles and 
its  extensive  metallurgical  complex,  the SMN.  The  Regiment  de  la  Chaudiere  (from Quebec), 
supported by the Fort Garry Horse Rgt (armoured) and the Queen's Own Rifles of Canada rgt, 
seizes, after a hard and prolonged struggle, the metallurgic complex, full of snipers, machineguns 
and PaK guns positions. Meanwhile, the 2nd Canadian DI resume his attempts to cross the Orne 
and succed to push the Germans out of Caen.

FAILURE ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE FRONT     :  

In the eastern flank, the 3th English ID, covered by the paratroopers of the 6th Airborne 
facing east side, advances to the Southeast. It has to take the  town of Troarn and to flank the 
operation. Supported by the 27th Armoured Brigade, it can not advance further than Touffreville 
and Manneville, defended by the 346th I.Div. and one battalion of 125. PzGren Rgt. It is fixed on 
his positions by the bombing of the 9 Werfer Brigade and mortars of the 155 Pz Artillery Rgt. 
Troarn will  not  fall  until  several  weeks.  July 20 (day of  Valkyrie),  the attack is  "frozen"  and a 
withdrawal into stronger positions ordered, despite the achievement of the RN158 by some recon 
scout cars and Humber of the 11th Hussars regiment (light cavalry).  After only 40 hours, General 
DEMPSEY orders the withdrawal on hardly acquired strong defensive positions, in Soliers and 
Frenouville.
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CONTROVERSY ABOUT GOODWOOD:

As usual in History, questions remain suspended and several conflicting theories exist. The 
truth, even for modern acts eludes us and scrolls. The arguments presented here are mainly those 
of Mrs. G. Bernage and Philippe Wirton, 2 world renowned specialists in the Battle of Normandy 
and also the land where it occured. They have other inter-done research for several years and met 
many protagonists (including Mr Von Luck, the main chief of the German defense). Though it had 
not been the most criticised (one thinks about Dieppe, Market Garden, Varsity ...), Goodwood has 
fueled the controversy, especially against Montgomery.

Questions:

– Were the Germans aware of the operation?

One thing is certain: the preparations for the operation, huge and few discrete despite many 
precautions (moving at night, plane flight over the area to mask the engine noises etc. ...), 
could not escape the Major Von Luck. He watched them himself. The Luftwaffe spotted 
them. And artillery observers placed in the towers and chimneys of  the SMN industrial 
complex had given a lot of informations too. The Germans were expecting an operation. 
Moreover, the 1.SS Pz div, positioned first in the northwest of Caen on July 9, withdrawn 
further south as a measure of safety.  However,  the PanzerGruppeWest (Gal Eberbach) 
failed to make the difference with the Allied armoured divisions positioned to the west and 
north of Caen. A more forceful reiteration of Operation Epsom was expected and wins his 
preference. Important sign: the chief of the most powerful unit in the east of Caen, von 
Luck, commander of the KG of the 21st Pz Div., was in Paris the morning of the attack!

– Was the German defense ready to bear the attack?

To justify the failure, the British argue that the German defenses were ready and consisted 
of 5 solid lines, supported by a large number of artillery and anti-tank guns. Chester Wilmot, 
on indications of Rommel's son, quickly told about "5 lines connected together, more than 
100 pieces of 88mm, 300 pieces of 6-tubes (Werfer), hundreds of tanks, 200 pieces of 
artillery .... ". We see here that we are out of the study of an historian but in propaganda, for 
the unique benefit of Montgomery. Much of the reasons of the failure are attributed to the 
German 88 mm guns. In fact, if there was indeed the IIIth Flak Corps deployed, with its 
three regiments deployed between Thury-Harcourt and Troarn, in the Goodwood area, only 
a battery was able to intervene with its 4 pieces. It was positioned in Cagny, in an air 
defense mission only! The others  “88” are from the Flak Battalion (Heeres Flak Abt 305 
with 10 pieces) and the 17 Pak 43 anti-tank guns from the Panzerjager Abt 200 of the 21st 
Pz Div. Concerning the so-called 5 lines of defense, 16 LwL div. made the first line, but 
became rapidly unable to fight, except his artillery. Behind it, lie scattered elements of the 
21st Pz Div. The Germans no longer afford to build lines of defense, at this time, especially 
in semi-plain land, they used to employ the tactic of "hedgehogs," more effective and less 
costly in men. As for "several hundreds of tanks, most of the tanks are from I/22 Pz rgt (with 
40 Pz IV), the I/1.SS Pz rgt (with its 50 panthers) and the SturmG Abt 200 ( with 36/40 
StuG), all supported by the Tigers of the s.Pz Abt 503 (with about 35 tanks).
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– Did Monty ensured the success of Cobra?

Difficult to answer. The devotees of Montgomery affirm. Himself claimed it was part of his 
plan. In fact, it seems so ... and not so. Yes, because Goodwood attracted and fixed the 
1.SS Pz Div. held in reserve in the southwest of Caen. Yes also because, having to run 
across the forehead, trying to anticipate the blows of Allied Armd div., German, harassed by 
Jabos, could not hold up a long time again. No, because Monty has hold the 12.SS Pz Div. 
and the 21st Pz Div whereas they were, as mentioned, leaving the sector for the 15th Army 
in the North. No, because the 2.SS Pz and Panzer Lehr div. just left for the U.S. sector. No, 
especially no, because the goal of Monty was not to help Bradley, but to build (or 
strengthen ...) his legend by becoming the military allied leader who defeated Rommel in 
the Western Front (what would be virtually impossible because he was wounded in his 
Mercedes by a British fighter-bomber on July 17!), who pierced the West front,  surrounded 
Caen, reached Falaise, envelopped the 7th german army, and push toward Paris.

*
*           *

CONCLUSION     :  

Even it has not been a complete failure: an advance of 15 km, the attrition of German élite 
units, the total seizure of Caen, Goodwood cost 314 British tanks, and a part of the prestige of 
Montgomery.  The  failure,  despite  the  enormous  resources  committed  and  made  available  is 
obvious. Montgomery's defense remained the same: the 2nd Army has set most of the German 
armored divisions, allowing Bradley to drill forehead with Cobra. This is false, the "Das Reich" and 
the Panzer Lehr had just left this area to the south-west of Caen, to counter attempts to bypass the 
West,  notably near  the famous Hill  112.  Moreover,  the objective of  VIII  Corps was indeed the 
southern plain of Caen and the RN 158, and even beyond, to Bretteville sur Laize, near the British 
troops who are still trying to break in the aera of Esquay and Hill 112! The town of Falaise is even 
mentioned in the plans. Ironically, due to the lack of biting of the British attacks since June 6, the 
21th  Panzer  and  12th  SS  Panzer  Divisions  were  leaving  for  the  15th  Army  in  the  north,  in 
anticipation of hypothetical secondary landings (Fortitude). Delay the attack only three days later 
would probably  allowed  the  VIIIth  Corps  to  achieve  its  objective.
Goodwood,  with  its  three  English  reinforced  armoured  divisions  against  3  German 
diminished armoured  divisions, with  a  total  of  about  1,500  tanks,  was  the  largest  armoured 
engagement of the Battle of Normandy. Facing an well entrenched ennemy, with a large number 
of  antitank  guns  and  limited  but  powerful  and  motivated  armoured  reserves,  holding  the  line 
Hubert-Folie - Bourguébus, extrem advanced point of the attack, 800 meters far from the objective, 
is  a  very  respectable  result.  In  fact,  behind  the  German  positions  in  Bras,  Hubert-Folie, 
Bourguébus and La Hogue, there was nothing! And the taking of Caen by the 2nd Canadian DI is a 
valuable asset, enabling the alignment of a coherent and efficient line of forces, ready to rush on 
Falaise. Finally, after airing news of victory in the early hours of the attack, Montgomery was the 
unique loser of the operation.
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